Inflammatory Periimplant Diseases and the Periodontal Connection Question
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Abstract

Implant therapy has become a widespread reality in modern dentistry. Nevertheless, dental implants can fail due to different causes, among which inflammatory peri-implant diseases (IPDs) are a major challenge, with prevalences that are much higher than previously believed. Specific searches were undertaken for each question raised between October and November 2017, in the PubMed website database (US National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health; Bethesda, Maryland, United States). Only articles written in English and published from 2007 onward were considered initially. The following keywords were used in the searches “periimplantitis (PI),” “periimplant mucositis (PM),” “dental implant failure,” “periimplant microbiota,” “periodontal microbiota,” “implant failure” (no temporal limit), and “foreign body reaction” (no temporal limit). The selection process resulted in the selection of 239 articles that were analyzed in detail in elaborating this review. The reference list was limited to the 47 most relevant articles due to editorial limits of this Journal.
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Intrinsic differences between natural teeth and dental implants are able to give rise to inflammatory diseases that share only minor and scarcely relevant characters, and would consequently deserve different and specifically designed instruments and strategies, for both diagnosis and therapy.

Introduction

Pilot studies on osseointegration and pioneer experiences on dental implantology opened the way to the possibility to restore missing teeth, with high success rates, by means of dental implants.¹–³

As for any other kind of implanted artificial device,⁴ dental implants can undergo failure, the major challenge being inflammatory periimplant diseases (IPDs).

IPDs have been long regarded as manifestations of periodontal diseases affecting dental implants,⁶ in spite of significant differences existing between the periodontium and the intimate implant to alveolar bone connection.⁷

A dental implant is considered as failed when it is not/ no longer functionally adequate; consequently, an implant affected by IPD is not considered as failed till periimplant bone resorption (or loss of bone to implant contact) has evolved to make the implant no more functionally valid.

Although a dental implant can fail due to several mechanical factors like fracture of the implant and/or of the abutment that could make an implant to be inadequate for the anchorage of a prosthesis; the major clinical challenge are correlated with failures caused by biological factors, as the inhibition of the process of osseointegration (early failures) or the loss of a previously achieved osseointegration (late failures).⁸

Methods

The present review aims to analyze relevant scientific data on the periimplant/periodontal question and to give an answer to openly debated arguments concerning biologic
implant failures. Critical aspects of the subject are pointed out as questions being raised in the paper.

Specific searches were undertaken for each question raised between October and November 2017, in the PubMed website database (US National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health; Bethesda, Maryland, United States). Only articles written in English and published from 2007 onward were considered initially. The following keywords were used in the searches “periimplantitis (PI),” “periimplant mucositis (PM),” “dental implant failure,” “periimplant microbiota,” “periimplantitis microbiota,” “implant failure” (no temporal limit), and “foreign body reaction” (no temporal limit).

Both review articles and research articles considered pertinent and relevant for discussion were selected and analyzed in detail. All reference lists of the selected articles were then hand-searched for additional papers that were considered relevant. The selection process resulted in the selection of 239 articles that were analyzed in detail in elaborating this review. The reference list was limited to the 47 most relevant articles due to editorial limits of this Journal.

What Can Cause a Biologic Failure?

Understanding of nature, causes, and pathogenic mechanisms implicated in biologic failures is essential for prevention and adequate clinical management.

More than two decades ago, a study performed on 30 dental implants surgically removed for primary failure in the absence of clinical evidence of infection suggested that primary failures could be correlated to the bacterial colonization of implant surfaces, although cases of the first kind are frequently ascribed to poor surgery, lack of primary stability, or overheating.

Two main causes of biological implant failure have been extensively investigated in the past: functional overload and infection.

Functional overload was once considered able to cause periimplant bone resorption; at present, most authors consider that the role of overload, in the absence of inflammation, has been largely overestimated. As opposite, the role of periimplant infection is well demonstrated.

Is There a Link between IPD and Periodontal Diseases?

Two distinct forms of IPD have been recognized, PM, and PI. PM is defined as a pathological process whose main clinical characteristic is bleeding on gentle probing and in which erythema, swelling, and/or suppuration may also be present, while PI is defined as a plaque-associated pathological condition occurring in tissues around dental implants, characterized by inflammation in the periimplant mucosa and subsequent progressive loss of supporting bone. PM is a pathology occurring at very high frequencies (about 50% of implanted sites), while the prevalence of PI is reported with significant variations in different studies.

The similarities existing, respectively, between gingivitis and PM and between periodontitis and PI are of immediate evidence, but this does not imply that PM and gingivitis, on one side, and PI and periodontitis, on the other side, are effectively fraternal diseases.

According to some authoritative researchers, marginal bone loss around implants should be regarded as a complication to treatment, initiated by inadequate clinical handling, use of inadequate implants, and improper selection of patients, while infection is a secondary phenomenon. According to them, osseointegration is a “balanced foreign body reaction” that, when perturbed by a complicating event, gives rise to marginal bone loss, while infectious events initiate only later.

The assumption that host-implant interactions are comparable to a foreign body reaction embedding implants in bone, just as it happens with Bio-Oss particles used for sinus floor augmentation, is questionable: at the titanium–bone interface, a direct contact of bone and titanium, and a bone ingrowth in the nanostructured surface oxide, is detected; quite differently, a layer rich in multinucleated giant cells, typically suggesting a foreign body reaction, is observed to encapsulate Bio-Oss particles.

A pathological process resembling a foreign body reaction was described in cases of aseptic loosening of implants used in orthopaedics, as a consequence of the presence of wear particles liberated from the bearing surface of implants. Although enhanced titanium concentrations were documented also in tissues surrounding some types of dental implants, no clinical evidence of periimplant disease was detected in these cases.

Overall, IPD should be considered as bacterially driven inflammatory processes. As to the possibility to make a parallel between them and periodontal diseases, it seems reasonable to consider that the question could be different for the two pairs of pathologies.

Are Gingivitis and Periimplant Mucositis Fraternal Diseases?

Just like gingivitis, PM is an inflammatory disease restricted to the periimplant mucosa of an implant in function. The primary and main cause of gingivitis is an excessive accumulation of bacteria. The relevant microbiological aspect of gingivitis is the amount of bacterial biofilm growing next to the gingival margin, not the type of bacteria.

Both gingivitis and PM are highly prevalent, fully reversible diseases, and are mostly associated with changes in the amount of bacterial biofilm. As for gingivitis PM can be experimentally induced in humans by subgingival ligatures. Clinical parameters, inflammatory markers, and microbiome data obtained from naturally and implanted sites during a period of oral hygiene abstention substantially confirm that gingivitis and PM share many clinical, inflammatory and microbiological traits, although implants accumulate less plaque and undergo more heterogeneous structural shifts at the microbiome level. Moreover, PM shows a suspected tendency to progress to PI easier and earlier than gingivitis to periodontitis.
It can be consequently concluded that, although with minor differences, gingivitis and PM are fraternal diseases.

**Are Periodontitis and Periimplantitis Fraternal Diseases?**

It has long been considered reasonable that periodontitis and PI are fraternal diseases, but although the two diseases share a number of common traits, they also show relevant distinctive characters.

In reviewing the scientific literature on the histopathological characteristics of the two diseases, Berglundh et al. concluded that periodontitis and PI are characterized by critical histopathological differences.

Differently from ligature-induced periodontitis, ligature-induced PI is not self-limiting when ligatures are removed.

In recent years, concepts on the etiology and pathogenesis of periodontitis have been changing and these changes deserve detailed consideration to understand if periodontitis and PI are to be considered similar.

Periodontitis is an inflammatory disease characterized by a complex etiopathogenesis, not constantly related to oral hygiene. The extreme complexity of the oral and dental microbiota has made the efforts to define the etiology of the different clinical forms of periodontitis difficult.

The introduction of molecular methods of analysis allowed researchers to analyze and compare large number of samples and to understand that most of the species that were once regarded as putative periodontal pathogens were also detected from healthy sites, in evident contrast with their status of putative pathogens. These observations put in evidence that healthy controls host a periodontal microbiota dominated by Gram-positive facultative species in a state of dynamic equilibrium with defensive mechanisms of the host; when this equilibrium is broken as a consequence of excessive plaque accumulation or host/environmental factors that reduce the efficiency of defensive mechanisms, the consequence is inflammation and tissue breakdown (i.e., periodontitis).

In such an essentially dysbiotic condition, the chemical and biochemical composition of the microenvironment changes toward a greater abundance of peptides and a relative reduction in polysaccharides, playing a prominent role in promoting the microbial shift toward a Gram-negative anaerobic microbiota.

Similar modifications have been described also as the cause of the inflammatory bowel diseases in which gut dysbiosis and severe inflammation are induced by an imbalanced diet (excess protein intake), genetic predisposition, or stress.

The dysbiotic hypothesis is able to explain the presence of low numbers of putative periodontal pathogens also in healthy controls and their significant numeric increase in periodontal lesions. The dysbiotic nature of periodontitis opens the way to innovative therapeutic approaches, following experiences extensively investigated in the field of inflammatory bowel diseases.

These observations overall suggest that the hypothesis identifying the periodontal microbiota as a microbial reservoir for implant colonization and disease lacks any scientific evidence.

A comparative transcriptome analysis on tissue specimens from PI and periodontitis-affected sites revealed that PI and periodontitis share only minimal features, strongly...
sustaining that they are distinct diseases in which substantially different biological mechanisms are involved.49

Discussion and Conclusions
Since its heroic first steps, implant dentistry has been paralleled to periodontology. IPDs were clinically distinguished in PM and PI, making an evident and direct parallel with the periodontal counterparts gingivitis and periodontitis. Data from biological studies are introducing a significant change in our view on the relationships existing between the periodontium and its diseases on one side and dental implants and their diseases on the other side.

Available experimental data suggest that, even if significant microbiological differences are evident, it could be reasonable to make a correlation between gingivitis and PM, since both diseases are mainly triggered by inadequate oral hygiene, are characterized by inflammation limited to the soft tissues immediately surrounding the emergence of the root/implant, and both promptly respond to enhanced oral hygiene and heal without any evident permanent damage. On the other hand, periodontitis and PI cannot be considered as fraternal disease. In fact, they are different with regard to etiology, pathogenesis, patterns of progression, and response to treatment.

Etiologically, according to the results of recent researches, they are characterized by oppositely directed evolutionary patterns of the resident microbiota (enhanced diversity in periodontitis as compared to a significant simplification in PI). With regard to pathogenesis, the two conditions not only differ in the composition of cellular infiltrates and in the extension of lesions but also in the pattern of progression.

Although natural teeth and dental implants are inserted within similar anatomic and environmental contexts, their intrinsic differences are able to give rise to inflammatory diseases that share only minor and scarcely relevant characters, and would consequently deserve different and specifically designed instruments and strategies (both for diagnosis and therapy). Once the periodontal paradigm is broken, several convictions that have been based on it, should be revised, as for the one considering periodontal pockets as a reservoir of infection for PI. Periodontitis is certainly a factor of risk for PI, but the fulcrum around which this risk move is not to be found in the microbial inhabitants of periodontal pockets, but rather in the conditions that allowed the periodontal lesion to develop.

Further research is still necessary to better understand why and how an implant becomes infected, to design more appropriate and accurate diagnostic tools to allow early diagnosis and to better address therapy.
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